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On 24 May 1951, the Fourth World Health Assembly adopted the following 

resolution: 

"The Fourth World Health Assembly, 

1. TAKES COGNIZANCE of the desire of the French Government that Morocco, 
Tunisia and the French departments of Algeria be included within the 
European Region; 

2# -REQUESTS the Executive Board to study the proposal fvf the Government 
of France and to report thereon to the Fifth World Health Assembly»"1 

In pursuance of the Assembly1s request， the Executive Board on 7 June 1951 

adopted the following resolution: 

"The Executive Board, 

.Having considered resolution WHA4.67 of the Fourth World Health 
Assembly, concerning the assignment of Morocco, Tunisia and the French 
departments of /ilgeria to the European Region, 

1. REQUESTS the Director-General to undertake the necessary consultations 

and to submit a report on this question to the Board at its ninth session; 

2. REQUESTS the Director-General to study also the question of other 
territories which are not yet assigned to regions and to report thereon 
to the ninth session; . .and . • . 

3» AUTHORIZES the Direсtor-General, in the meantime9 to take the necessary 
steps to provide services to these territories through the headquarters of 
the Organization under the title fRegion undesignated1 
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Accordinglythe Director-General requested the Governments concerned tô 

furnish the information necessary for the preparation of a detailed report. By 

59 January 1952, replies from three Governments had been received. The follow-

ing are the texts of the replies : 

ITáLY1 

Referring to your communication dated 19 October 1951 concerning the 

Regional Organization mentioned in Chapter XI of the Constitution of the 

World Health Organization, the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Italy requests 

me to inform you that the territory of Somalia under Italian trusteeship 

should be included in the Eastern Mediterranean Region to which British and 
». • • 

French Somaliland already belong-

• . I have the honour to be, etc. 

DENMARK ‘ 

• • 

With reference to your letter of 19 October 1951 regarding the incor-

рогаtion of Greenland in the regional system of the World Health Organization, 

I have the honour to inform you that the Danish Government would like to see 

Greenland assigned to the European Region. 

Sincerely yours 

• : n 

1 Translation from French 
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FRANCE1 

tt 

工 have pleasure in enclosing herewith two notes containing some items 

of infomation which you could use, if you so desired, in the report you 
2 

have been requested to submit to the Board. The first deals with the 

question of France ]s constitutional competence, which has been raised by-

certain delegates to the World Health Assembly• The second gives the 

principal arguments of a technical character which, in the opinion of the 

French Government^ make it desirable that Morocco, Tunisia and the French 

Departments of Algeria be assigned to the Organization^ European Region. 

I have the honour to be, etc. 

H 

''"Translation from French 

^See Annex 
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ANNSX 

NOTES FROM THS FRENCH GOVSRffi'INT CGNCSRNING THE ASSIGNMENT 

OF MOROCCO, TUNISIA AKD THS FRENCH DSP/.RTîiSNTS OF ALCHRIA 

IN THE EUROPEAN REGION OF THS WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION 

Mote 1 

lf\îhen the First World Health Assembly proceeded to. determine the geographical 

regions of ШО, the French Departments of Algeria^ Morocco and Tunisia were not 
、， . . ' 

> • . • 

included in any of the regional areas then established. This position did not 

give rise to any inconvenience in practice while all the regions had still not 

been constituted^ On the other hand； now that the regional scheme laid down by 

the first Assembly had been completed； the activities of "Ш0 should normally 

appear under the heading óf one or оther of the six regions。 

,f0n 19 December -1950 the Diroctor…General drew the attention of the French 

Government to the difficulties of a practical nature which would henceforth 

result for the. secretariat due to the fact that the French Departments of Algeria^ 

Morocco and Tunisia were not included in a rogion^ 

HHis с omiminic at i on ̂  addressed to the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of the 

French Republic, did not raise in any way the question of the constitutional 

competence of France to represent before the World Health Organization the interests 

of the French Departments of Algeria^ of Morocco and of Tunisia» Thus the 

Director-Genoral restricted himself to communicating to the members of the Orga-

nization the reply in which the French Government, after having recalled the 

arguments of a technical nature which it had already stated in a letter dated 19 

July I947 addressed to the Executive Socrat-aiy of the Ш0 工irterim Commission 

(Official Records No� page I98) in favour of the inclusion of Morocco，Tunisia 

and the French Departments of Algeria in the Europoan Region; proposed that the 

Assembly approve their assignment to the said regioru 

"Nevertheless^ the question of the constitutional competence of France has 

been raised before the World Health Assembly。 However, it is well known that, 

although Algeria has for a long time constituted a group of French Departmentsy 
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Morocco and Tunisia, while retaining their own institutions, have entrusted to 

France by protectorate treati s, tho representation of their interests abroad. 

Since the conclusion of these treaties the competence of France in this respect 

has always be^n recognized in international relations，iwh^tever their nature* 

As regards the United Nations in particular, the French Government has conmmni-

oated every year the information called for by Article 73E of the Charter. 

"Thus there can be no doubt as to the canpetence of the French Government 

to transmit to the World Health Organization the wish of the health authorities 

Morocco and Tunisia to see these territories included in the European Region. 

"This wish is based on a ran织 of technical considérations, the chief of 

which are explained in the following note.n 

Note II 

"Serious and careful study of the conditions of every kind which govern the 

life of the North African countries calls for their inclusion in the European 

Region. 

"What are in fact the conditions determining the formation of a group of 

countries linked by a common endeavour as are. the Regional Offices of WHO? 

"They are essentially: 

- geographical conditions grouping these countries and determining the 

possibilities of traffic between them; 

_ economic conditions favouring active exchanges between these countries ; 

- epidemiological and health conditions involving joint study of analagous 

problems^ the permanent exchange of information and, if necessary^ the 

putting into effect of a plan of operations and mutual assistance to combat 

common dangers 
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"1. Geographical Conditions" 

""What is termed "North Africa" or more precisely North-West Africa, consists 

of a homogeneous block bordered in the north by the Mediterranean in the'west by 

the Atlantic, in the south by the Sahara, and in the east by the Mediterranean 

and the Libyan deserts 

"It may therefore be at orxce seen that，completely cut off from Central 

Africa by thousands of kilometres of Sahara desert^ North Africa has practically 

no real possibility for relations "with Central Africa. The same ‘ holds true as 

regards East Africa because of the barrier represented by the Libyan desert. 

T,0n the other hand, across the shores of the Mediterranean, and even of the 

ocean as concerns Morocco there is easy and rapid access to all the Mediterranean 

and Western countries which are, therefore, near neighbours。 Thus, on the 

geographical level^ there is no doubt that Morocco and Tunisia, in close contact 

•with Europe and separated from the other African countries by vast deserts which 

can only be crossed with great difficulty^ form an integral part of the western 

Mediterranean European community, 

"It should also be n ot e d --tha 14íorocc о- -and Tuni s ia- are -ge о graphically sepa-

rated by the 3 departments of Algeria^ which form an integral part of French 

territory, following French legislation and enjoying French institutions•“ 

ft2. Economic Conditions» 

"Economic conditions are naturally closely related to geographical conditions 

and-̂ he-ffî-avement of goods and travellers to and 'from North Africa is almost ex-

clusively between the latter and the countries of Europe and the West о The 

figures for the. year 1950-1951 -are significant in this respect in regard, to both 

Morocco and Tunisia (not.to mention Algeria). In the case of Morocco, for 

exampley the comparative figures for sea and air traffic (the road and rail 

traffic with the other adjoining countries being practically nil) in respect to 

Europe, non-European Western countries and particularly America, are as follows% 
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'Europe 

% 

Middle 

East 

% 

Western 
countries other 

than Europe 

% 

Commercial relations 

• . 

(imports … 72.1 0.2 27.7 
(Exports • . . 83.3 . 0.6 16.1 

Sea traffic 

Ships (by nationality • . . 86.8 0.3 12.9 
(arrivals from . . . 65.4 1.3 33.3 
(departures for .». 62.9 0.9 26.2 

Passengers (arrivals from . . . 87.9 0,2 11.9 
(departures for . . . 76.7 0.2 23.1 
(in transit 93.7 0.5 5.8 

Air traffic 

Aircraft (arrivals 73.7 26,3 
(departures . . . 70.1 - 29-9 

Passengers (arrivals . . . 82.7 17.З 
(departures . . . 86 - 14 

Average percentages 78.4 0.4 21.2 

"To be exact, of 51^389 passengers arriving at or leaving Moroccan ports， 

68 were arriving from, or bound for, the Middle East. Out of 103,262 travel-

lers arriving in Morocco or leaving it by air, only 310 were, on account of the 

Pilgrimage^ bound for or 3oming from the Middle East. 

"Similar statistics to those given above as an indication for Morocco could 

be furnished to the Organization, if desired, in respect of Algeria and Tunisia. 
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"Finally^ the size of the European population in the North African countries 

should be taken into consideration as "well: as the ever increasing nijmber of 

workers which these countries, on account pf their manpower availability, are 

supplying to Europe where the North African groups are continually increasing, 

particularly in France} Belgium and even in Luxembourg. Аз á result there is 

a constantly developing exchange of populations between these countries, so that 

during last year more than 80,000 workers1 passages were arranged between France 
* ^ » * 

and Algeria alone.11 

« -

Health and Epidemiological Conditions" 

"In the same way as the economic relations are Very largely, determined by 

geographical conditions, economic conditions also react rapidly on the health and 

epidemiological situation.， • ： 

"If the epidemics of smallpox, typhus and- plaguey which "Ш0 endeavours to 
° » • • 

prevent spreading and which,were previously rampant in North Africa, have often 
i 

taken on a threatening aspect^ this has been on account of the possibility of . 

their spreading to the European countries, not to the East or to tropical Africa. . 

If such dan疾rs are to be avoided it is necessary^ on #the one hand, that there be 

a common and. effective health policy in the North African countries and^ on the 

other^ that permanent and effectivë liaison be maintáined between those territo-

ries and the European countries. 

"To this end, there has been for some years a North African Standing Com-

mittee on Health which groups togethér‘ Mórоссо and Tunisia and the French Departments 

of Algeria. This epidemiological liaison and health information body already 

transmits to "WHO in Geneva the results of the work of each country, thus establish-

ing a de facto situation which the inclusion of Morocco and Tunisia in the 

E\iropean Region would only confirm. 
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"It may therefore be concluded that by reason of its geographical situation, 

of its economic status and of the exchanges of populations, permanent relations 

have been established between the countries of North Africa and Europey constitu-» 

ting a real solidarity between them not only on the social but also on the health 

levels It has been rightly said that North Africa constitutes in the Western 

Mediterranean the southern frontier of Europe. 

"The very special conditions which govern the relations between the North 

African countries and Europe and the Vfest do not exist either in the south or in 

the east on account of the practically insurmountable geographical obstacles which 

separate North Africa from Central Africa on the one hand, and from the Eastern 

Mediterranean on the other, and render contacts and exchanges with these regions 

extremely difficult. 

"The close solidarity which exists between North Africa and Western Europe, 

particularly in the field oS health, calls for the assignment of the North 

African countries to the WHO European Regional Office. This is the only logical 

and effective solution to an important health problem 
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On 2if May 1951/ the Fourth World Health Assembly adopted the following 

resolution: 

,fl. TAKES COGNIZANCE of the desire of the French Government that 

Morocco, Tunisia and the French departments of Algeria Ъе included, 

within the European Begion; 

2. REQUESTS the Executive Board to study the proposal of the Government 
of France and. to report thereon to the Fifth World Health Assembly.“1 

In pursuance of the Assembly's request, the Executive Board on 7 June 1951 

adopted the following resolution: 

“ Having considered resolution WHA^.67 of the Fourth World Health 
Assembly, concerning the assignment of Morocco, Tunisia and the French 
departments of Algeria to the European Begion, 

1. REQUESTS the Director-General to undertake the necessary consultations 
and to. submit a report on this question to the Board at its ninth session; 

2. BEQUESTS the Director-General to study also the question of other 

territories which are not yet assigned to regions and to report thereon 

to the ninth session; and 

5. AUTHORIZES the Director-General, in the meantime； to take the necessary-
steps to provide services to these territories through the headquarters of 

、 the Organization under the title "Region undesignated".“2 

1 Off, Rec, World Hlth Org. 55， offpriir1. 28， WHAU.67 

2 Off. Bee. World Hlth Org- 56， p. 16, EB8oEU8 
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Accordingly, the Dire сtor-General has requested the Governments concerned 

to furnish the information necessary for the preparation of a detailed report. 

Only one reply giving substantive information on the subject in question 

haa so fer been received by the World Health Organization; in gençral> the' 

refiles mreXy state that the question is being studied. 

The ？¡зюcutive Board may therefore wish to decide what further steps should 

be taken. 
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Since the distribution of Document EB9/34, the Director-General has received 

replies from four Governments« The texts of these replies are reproduced below 

in the chronological order of their receipt Î 

NETHERLANDS 

In reply to your letter of 19 October 1951 concerning the question 

of territories not yet assigned to regions 工 m双 draw your attention to 

the fact that Surinam is situated in thé Western Hemisphere; the Nether-

lands are a member of the Pan American Sanitary Organisation for Surinam, 

the Netherlands being responsible for the conduct of the international 

relations of Surinam, 

The whole of the Netherlands East Indies including New Guinea was meant 

to fall within the Tie s tern Pacific region. • The Indonesian Republic, 

however, has chosen for the South East Asian region. New Guinea - on 

the same basis as set out for Surinam - falls within the Western Pacific 

Region* 

I six^with kind regards, 

Yours sincerely 
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1ТАЫ1 

Referring to your communication dated 19 October 1951 concerning 

the Regional Organization mentioned in Chapter XI of the Constitution 

of the World Health Organization, the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of 

. Italy requests me to inform you that the territory of Somalia under 

Italian trusteeship should be included in the" Eastern Mediterranean 

Region to which British and French Somaliland already belong, 

I have the honour to be, etc. 

FRANCE1 

« • 

" I have pleasure in enclosing herewith two notes containing some 

items of information which you could use, if you so desired, in the 

report you have been requested to submit to the Bôard. The first, 

deals with the question of Francef s constitutional competence, which 

has been raised by certain delegates to the World Health Assembly• 

The second gives the principal arguments of a technical character . 
* • • * 

•vrtiich, in the opinion of the French government, make it desirable that 

Moiocco, Tnnisia and the French Departments of Algeria be assigned to 

the Organization's European Region# 

X have the honour to Ъе, etc.1' 

1 Translation from French 
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工c NOTE CONCERNING THE ASSIGNMENT OF MOROCCO, TUNISIA AND THE 

FRENCH DEPARTMENTS OF ALŒRIA IN THE EUROFEAN REGION OF THE 

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION 

When the First Viorld Health Assembly proceeded to determine the geographical 

regions of WHO, the French Departments of Algeria,- Morocco and Tunisia were not 

included in any of the regional areas then established^ This position did not 

give rise to any inconvenience in practice while all the regions had still not 

been constituted. On the other hand, now that.the regional scheme laid doiro by 

the first Assembly had been completed， the activities of 丽 0 should normally appear 

under the heading of one or other of the six regions0 

On 19th December 1950 tho Director-General drew the attention of the French 

Government to the difficulties of a practical nature which would henceforth result 

for the secretariat due to the fact that the French Departments of Algeria, Morocco 

and Tunisia were not included in a region. . ‘ * 

His communication^ addressed to the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of the French 

Republic^ did not raise in- any way the question of the constitutional competence 
. -

of France to represent before the World Health Organization the interests of the 

French Departments of Algeria, of Morocco and çf Tunisia. • Thus the Director— 

General restricted himself to communicating to thç members of the 'Organization the 

reply in which the French Government, after having reoalled the arguments of ¿ 

technical nature Twhich it had already stated in a letter dated 19 J.uly 1947 

addressed ,to the Executive Secretary of the WHO Interim Commission (Official . 

Records page 198) in favour of the inclusion of Morocco, Tunisia and the 

French Departments of Algeria in the European region, proposed that the Assembly 

approve their assignment to the said region. 

Nevertheless^ the question of the constitutional' competence of France has been 

raised before the World Health Assembly. However^ it is well known that， although 

Algeria has for a long time constituted a group of French Departmentsд Morocco and 

Tunisia, while retaining their own institutions^ have entrusted to France by pro-

tectorate treaties, the representation of their interests abroad^ Since the 
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conclusion of thesû^tiNsaties. the* con^etence of Francè in this respect has always 

been recosxúZBá in international relations, whatever their nature. As regards the 

Ifelted Nations in particular, the French government has communicated every year 

the information called for by Article 73E of the Charter• 

Thus there can be no doubt as to the competence of the French government to 

transmit to -the V/orld Health Organization the wish of the health authorities of 

Morocco and Tunisia to see these territories included in the European Region» 
. » , . 

This wish is based on a range of technical considerations, the chief of which 
* 

are explained in the following note# 

• * • -

I I , NOTE CONCERNING THÉ ASSIGNMENT OF -MOROCCO, TUNISIA AND THE 

FRENCH DEPARTMENTS' OF ALCËRIÀ TO ТШ EUROPEAN REGION OF THE . 

VifORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION 

Serious and careful.study of the conditions of every kind -which govern the 

life of the North African countries calls for their inclusion in the European 

Region* 

What are in fact the conditions- determining the formation of a group of 

countries linked by a common endeavour as are the Regional Offices of WHO? 

They.are essentially: 

_ geographical conditions grouping these countries and determining the 
• ' . • * , < 

possibilities of traffic between them; 
i ‘ . 

-economic conditions favouring actiye exchanges between these countriesj 

-epidemiological and health conditions involving joint study of analagous 

problems, the permanent exchange of iriformation and, if necessary, the 

putting into effect of a plan of operations and mutual assistance to oonibat 

common dangers# . • . 
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1令 Geographical Conditions 

What is termed "North Africa" or more precisely North West Africa^ consists 

of a homogeneous block bordered in the:north by the Mediterranean^ in the west by 

the Atlantic^ in the south by the Sahaira, and in the east by the Mediterranean and 

the Libyan desert， 

It may therefore be at once sean .that^ completely out off from Central Africa 

by thousands of kilometres of Sahara desert, North Africa has practically no real 

possibility for relations with‘Central Africa. Thé same holds true as regards 

East Africa because of the barrier represented by Ше Ш>уап desert* 

.On the other hand, across the shores of the Mediterranean^ and even of the 

ocean as concerns Morocco there is easy and rapid access to all the Mediterranean 

and Western countries which are, therefore, near neighbours• Thus, on the 

geographical level, there is no jigub-t that Morocco and Tunisia, in close contact 

with Europe and separated from the other African countries by. vast deserts which 

can ‘ only be crossed with great difficulty^ form an； integral part of the western 

Mediterranean European comnunity. 

工七 shotüd also be noted that Morocco and Tiiniëia are geographically separated 

by the 3 departments of Algeria, which form an integral part of French territory, 

following French legislation and enjoying French institutions» 

2， Economic Conditions 

Economic conditions are naturally closely* related to geographical conditions ‘ 

and the movoment of goods and travellers to and from North Africa is almost ex-

clusively between the latter and the countries of Europe and the West^ The 

figures for the year 1950-1951 are significant in this respect in regard to both 

Morocco and Tunisia (not to mention Algeria), In the case of Morocco, for 

exan^le， the comparative figures for sea and air traffic (the road and rail traffic . 

with the other adjoining countries being practically nil) in respect to Europe, 

non — European Western countries and particularly America, are as follows: 
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Europe 
% 

Middle 

East % 

Western 
countries other 
than Europe 

% 

Oommercial relations 

^ . 

(imports 72.1 0.2 27.7 
(Exports , , 83,3 0,6 16,1 

Sea traffic 

Ships fby nationality • • , 86.8 0.3 12,9 
(arrivals from 65И 1.3 33.3 
(departures for »*» 62,9 0.9 26,2 

Passengers (arrivals from . . . 87,9 0»2 11.9 
(departures for .76,7 0,2 23.1 
(in transit .93 .7 0,5 5.8 

Atr traffic 

Aircraft (arrivals ” i 73.7 — 26;3 
(departures . . . 70.1 29.9 

Passengers (arrivals 82.7 17.3 
(departures … 86 

1 4 

Average percentages 78.4 0.4 21»2 

1 • ! ‘ 

To be exact，of 51,389 passengers arriving at or leaving Moroccan ports，68 

were arriving from, or bound' for, the Middle East^ Out of 103,262 travellers 

arriving in Morocco or leaving it by air, only 310 were, on account of the Pílgrinv-

bound for or coming from the Ш/Mle Eastr, 

Similar statistics to those given above as an indication for Morocco could be 

furnishèd to the Organization, if.desired， in respect of Algeria and Tunisia, 

Finally, the size of the Europe ал population in the North African countries 

should be taken into consideration as well as the ever increasing number of 

workers which these countries, on account of their manpower availability, are 
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s-appljring to Europe where the North African groups are continually increasing， 

particularly in France, Belgium, and even in Luxembourg^ As a result there is a 

constantly developing exchange of populations between these countries， so that 

during last year more than 80^000 workers passages were arranged between France 

and Algeria alonec 

3^ Health and Epidemiological Conditions 

In tho same say as the‘ economic relations are very largely determinod by 

geographical condition^， economic conditions also react rapidly on the health and 

epidemiological situation^ 

If the epidemics of smallpox，typhus and plague} which WHO endeavours to preu-

ve nt spreading and which were previously rampant in North Africa, have often taken 

on a threatening aspect, this has beon on account of the possibility of. their • 

spreading to tho European countries, not to the East or to tropical Africa令 If 

such dangers are to be avoided it is necassaxy, on the one hand， that there be a 

common and effective health policy in the North African countries and^ on the other, 

that permanent and effective liaison be .maintained between those territories and the 

European countriesc . 

To this end, there has been for some years a North African Standing Committee 

on Health which g roups together Morocco and Tunisia and the French Departments of 

Algeria^ This epidemiological liaison and health informat ion body already trans-» 

mit s to 1H0 in Степе va tho results" cí the work of each country； thus establishing 

a de facto situation which the inclusion of Morocco and Tunisia in tho European 

region would only confirme 

It may therefore be concluded that t¡y reason of its geographical situation, 

of its economic status and of the exchanges of populations, permanent relations 

have been established between the countries of North Africa and Europe, constituting 

a real solidarity between them not only on the social but also on the health levels 

It has been rightly said that North Africa constitutes in the ^festcrn Mediterranean 

the southern frontier of Europe0 
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The very special conditions which govern the relations between the North 

African countries and Europe and the T/est do not exist either in the south or in 

the east on account of the practically insurmountable geographical obstacles which 

separate North Africa from Central Africa on the one hand and from the Eastern 

Mediterranean on the other, and render contacts and exchanges with these regions 

extremely difficult» 

The close solidarity which exists between North Africa and Western Europe, 

particularly in the field of health, calls for the assignment of the North African 

countries to the WHO European Regional Office« This is the only logical and 

effective solution to an important health problem 

DENMARK 

With reference to your letter of 19th Octobcr 1951 regarding the incoiw 

poration of Greenland in the regional system of the World Health Organization I 

have the honour to inform you that the Danish Government would like to see Qreexw 

land assigned to the European Region, 

Sincerely yours 
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Since the distribution of Document E B 9 / 3 � the Director-General has 

received replies from four Governments. The texts of these replies are 

reproduced below in the chronological order of their receipts 
» 

NETHERLANDS 
t! • • • • • 

In reply to your-letter of 19 October 1951 concerning the question 

of territories not yet assigned to regions I may draw your attention to 

the fact that Surinam is situated in the Western Hemisphere^ the 

Netherlands are a member of the Pan American Sanitary Organization for 

Surinam, the Netherlands being responsible for the conduct of the inter-

national relations of Surinam, 

Tñe whole of the Netherlands East Indies including New Guinea was meant 

to fall within the Western Pacific Region. The Indonesian Republic, 

however, has chosen for the South East Asian region.. New Guinea - on 

the same basis as set out for Surinam - falls within the Western Pacific 

Region. 

I am, mth kind regards, 

Yours sincerely 
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ITALY1 , 
. . . . . •: ‘ 

- . • ,
 1

 參 • • • , 

.11 • • ” é • 

Referr ng to your communication dated 19 October 1951 concerning the 

Regional Organization mentioned in Chapter XI of the Constitution of the . 

World Health Organization, the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Italy 

requests me to inform you that the territory of Somalia under Italian 

trusteeship should be included in the Eastern Mediterranean Region to 

which British and French Somaliland already belong。 

. . . . • ‘ . . 

. '• . • 工 have the honour to be, etc.. 

PRANCE1 

"工 have pleasure in enclosing heievdth two notes containing 'some 

items of information which you could use, if you so desired, in the 
2 •. 

report you have been requested to submit to the Board. The first deals 

vdth the question of Franc e? s constitutional competence, lAhich has been 

raised by certain delegates to the World Health Assembly. The second 

gives the principal; arguments of a technical character "vrtiich, in the 
. « 

opinion óf the French Govornment^ make it desirable that Morocco, Turfisia 

and the‘French Departments of Algeria be assigned to the Organization's 

European Region. ' 

I have the honour to be, etc 

.. » 
\ . • _ 

DENMARK ‘ ' " 

With reference to your letter of 19 October 1951.regarding the incor-

poration of Greenland in the regional system of the World Health 

Organization I have the honour to inform you that the Danish Government 

would like to see Greenland assigned to the European Region• 
. ' * » • • • 

Sincerely yours 

1Translation from French . 

^Sco Annex 
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NOTES CONCERNING Ш ASSIGNMENT OF MOROCCO*- TUNÍSIA AND THE 

FRENCH DEPARTÎffiNTS OF ；AGERIA IH THE EUROPEAN REGION OF THE 

1SORLD HEALTH ORGANIZilTION 

Note 1 

When the First World Health Assembly proceeded to 'determine the geographical 

relions of ШЮ, the French Departments of Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia were not 

’includoti in any of the regional areas then establiahod; This position did not 

givo rise to any inconvenience in practice while all tile regions had still not 

been constituted • On tho о their hand 广 now that the regional schemo laid dovm by 

the first Assembly had been completed, tho activities of VfflO should normally appear 

under the heading of one or ot-her of the six regions • 

On 19 December 1950 the Director-General drew the attention of the Fronch 

Government to the difficulties of a practical nature which would henceforth result 

for the secretariat due to the fact that the French Departments of Algeria, 

Morocco and Tunisia were not included in a region. 

His communication, addressed to the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of the 

French Republic^ did not raise in any шу the question of the constitutional com-

petence of France to represent before the World Health Organization the interests 

of the Fronch Departments of Algeria, of Morocco and of Tunisia # Thus the 

Director-General restricted himself to communicating to the members of the 

Organization tho reply in -which the French Government, after having re called tho 

arguments of a technical nature which it had already stated in a letter dated 19 

July 1947 addressed to the Exocutivc Secretary of the WHO Interim Commission 

(Official Records No. 6, page 198) in favour of the inclusion of Morocco, Tunisia 

and the French Departments of Algeria in tho European Region, proposed that the 

Assembly approve thoir assignment to the said region» 

Nevertheless, the question of tho constitutional competence of France has bean 

raised beforo the World Health Assembly. However, it is � k n o v m that, although 

Algeria has for a Xong time constituted a group of French Departments^ Morocco and 

Tunisia^ while retaining their ovm institutions, have ontrusted to France by pro-

tectoratô treaties, the representation of their interests abroad# Since the 
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conclusion of these treaties tha compotence of France in this rcspoct has always 

beon recognized in international relations^ "whatever their nature. As regards tho 

United Nations in particular^ the French Government has communicated every year 

tho information called for by Article 73E of the Charter. 

Thus there can be no doubt as to the competence с of the French Government to 

transmit to the World Health Organization the wish of tha health authorities of 
- , • • ' • “ ^ . 

Morocco and Tunisia to see these territories included in the European Region. 

This wish is- based оа Д range of technical considerations^ the chief of which 

arc explained in the follcming note. 

Note II 

Serious and carcful study of the conditions of every kind which govern the 

life of the North African countries calls for thoir inclusion in the Enropaan 

Region, ••,：. 

Vfliat are in fact the conditions determining the formation of a group of 

)untrios linked by a common endeavour as arc the Regional Offices of YJHO? 

Thoу are essentially： 

一 geographical conditions grouping these countries and determining the 

possibilities of traffic between them; 

- economic coi^iitions favouring active exchange氐 betwe^ these countries^ • 

- epidemiological and health conditions .Involving joint study of analagous 

problems, the permanent exchange of information and, if nécessary^ thô 

putting into effect of a plan of operations and mutual assistance to combat 

common dangers. ‘ ’ ’ . 
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1, Geographical Conditions 

"What is tenned "North Africa" or more precisely North West Africa, consists 

of a homogeneous block bordered in the north by the Mediterranean, in the west Ъу 

the Atlantic, in the south by the Sahara, and in the east by the Mediterranean and 

the Libyan desert,, 

It may therefore be at once seen that, conçjletely cut off from Central Africa 

by thousands of kilometres of Sahara desert, North Africa has practically no real 

possibility for relations with Central Africa, The same holds true as regards 

East Africa because of the barrier represented by the Libyan desert. 

On the other hand, across the shores of the Mediterranean^ and even of the 

ocean as concerns Morocco there is easy and rapid access to all the Mediterranean 

and Western countries which are, therefore, near neighbours. Thus, on tho 

geographical level, there is no doubt that Morocco and Tunisia, in close contact 

with Europe and separated from the other African countries ty vast deserts which 

can only be crossed with great difficulty, form an integral part of the western 

Mediterranean European community0 

It should also be noted that Morocco and Tunisia are geographically separated 

by the 3 departments of Algeria, which form an integral part of French territory, 

following French legislation and enjoying French institutions。 

2. Economic Conditions 

Economic conditions are naturally closely related to geographical conditions 

and the movement of goods and travellers to and from North Africa is almost ex-

clusively between the latter and the countries of Europe and the West. The 

figures for the year 1950-1951 are significant in this respect in regard to both 

Morocco and. Tunisia (not to mention Algeria), In the case of Morocco, for 

exanple^ the comparative figures for sea and air traffic (the road and rail 

traffic with the other adjoining countries being practically nil) in respect to 

Europe^ non-European Western countries and particularly America, are as follows; 
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Europe 
% 

Middle 

East 
% . 

Western 

countries other 

than Europe 
% 

Ooimncrcial relations 

(Inports с - 72,1 0,2 27, '7 

(Exports it 83.3 0 t6 16, 1 

Sea traffic 

Ships (by nationality t«0 86c8 0,3 12 9 
(arrivals from “ 。 65 = 4 1.3 33. 3 

“ (departures for ,... 62,9 0,.9 26 ‘ 2 

Passengers (arrivals from 0 • «» 87,9 0.2 11. 9 
(departures for • • 76,7 0,2 23. 1 

(in transit • p 9 93,7 0„5 5 ‘ 8 

Air traffic 

'Aircraft (arrivals a 7 3 Л 
一' 

26, 
� ’ 

(departures л . c 70 Д - 29< 9 

Passengers (arrivals q 6 ç 82,7 - 17, 3 

/ 
(departures ” • 86 - 14 

Average percentages 78„4 

, j 

0,4 21。 2 

To be exact，of 51)389 passengers arriving at or leaving Moroccan ports， 

68 were, arriving from- or bound for^ the Middle East,, Out of 103^262 

travellers arriving in Morocco or leaving it by air, only ЗЮ .嶋、、on account of 

the Pilgrimage^ bound for or coming from the Middle East„ 

Similar statistics to those given above as an indication for Morocco could 

be furnished to the Organization^ if desired, in respect of Algeria and Tunisia， 

Finally^ the size of the European population in tho North African countries 

should be takèn into consideration as well as the ever increasing number of 

worker's which these countries，on account of their manpower availability, are 
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supplying to Europe where the North African groups are continually increasing, 

particularly in France^ Belgium and even in Luxembourg. As a result there is a 

constantly developing exchange of populations between these countries, so that 

during last year more than 80,000 workers ' passages Vfere arranged between France 

and Algeria alone. 

3» Health and Epidemiological Conditions 

In the same way as the ceOTiOmic relations are чгег^ largely determined by 

geographical conditions, economic conditions also react rapidly on the health and 

epidemiological situation• 

I f the epidemics of smallpox, typhus and plaguo^ which 1Ш0 endeavours to pre-

vent spreading and which were previously rampant in North Africa, have often taken 

on a threatening aspect， this has been on account of the possibility of their 

spreading to the European countries, not to the East or to tropical Africa. If 

such dangers are to be avoided it is necessary, on the one hand, that there be a 

common and effective health policy in the North African countries and, on the other, 

that permanent and effective liaison be maintained between those territories and 

the European countries. 

To this end, there has been for some years a North African Standing Committee 

on Health which groups together Morocco and Tunisia and the French Departments of 

Algeria • This epidemiological liaison and health information body already trans-

mits to "WHO in Geneva the results of the work of each countг/, thus establishing 

a de facto situation which the inclusion of Morocco and Tunisia in the Europe ал 

Region would only confirm. 

It may therefore be concluded that by reason of its geographical situation，. 

of its economic status and of the exchanges of populations^ permanent relations 

have been established bot’汨en the countries of North Africa and Europe, constitut-

ing a reaOL solidarity between thorn not only on'the social but also on the health 

level. It, has been rightly said that North Africa constitutes in the V/estern 

Mediterranean the southern frontier of Europe. 
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The very special conditions which govern the* relations between the North 

African countries and Europe and the TTest do not exist either in the south or In 

the east on account of the practically insurmountable geographical obstacles 

•v îich separate North Africa from Central Africa on the one hand and from the 

Eastern Mediterranean on the other^ and render contacts and exchanges with these 

regions extremely difficult• 
一 . > -y 

The close solidarity which exists between North Africa and v/estern Europe, 

particularly in the field of health, calls Гог the assigOTiont of the North 

African countries to the TriHO European Regional Office • This is tho only logical 

and effective solution to an important health problem.11 


